Mosaic expression of an Hprt transgene integrated in a region of Y heterochromatin.
The sensitivity of small transgenes to position effects on their expression suggests that they could serve as indicators of the chromatin properties at their integration site. In particular, they might be expected to provide information on the functional properties of mammalian heterochromatin. We have produced a transgenic line that carries a mouse Hprt minigene on the Y chromosome. In situ hybridization localized the transgene to the heterochromatic portion of the Y. Analysis of transgene expression by isoelectric focusing indicated that the transgene is expressed in a mosaic pattern, and expressing cells have different levels of transgene activity. These findings can be explained as a position effect variegation induced by Y heterochromatin. However, two other transgenes, located at autosomal sites, also showed mosaic activity. If the mosaic transgene expression is attributed to the influence of the chromatin at the insertion site, the Y heterochromatin would appear less potent than some autosomal regions at inducing variegation. An alternative explanation consistent with our results is that the mosaic expression is a semi-autonomous characteristic of these transgene loci. Transgene-expressing and non-expressing cells differed in their ability to grow and be cloned in vitro, indicating that cellular differentiation affected the chromatin structure of the transgene locus on the Y. Karyotype analysis of male mice with the Y-linked transgene and from control male mice carrying the human HPRT transgene, or the mouse Pgk-1 gene at autosomal sites, indicated that the transgene-carrying Y is prone to non-disjunction, generating cells with two (or more) or no Y chromosomes in equal proportion. Further studies will determine if the propensity of this Y chromosome to mitotic errors is also observed in vivo.